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Abstract—Cloud computing has become the industry standard
for rapid application deployment, scalable server support, mobile
and distributed services, and it provides access to (theoretically)
infinite resources. Unfortunately, researchers are still trying to
converge towards cross-provider cloud computing frameworks to
enable compatibility and seamless resource transition between
cloud providers. Moreover, users are restricted to using the
provider-specific pre-configured options of resources and services,
irrespective of their current needs. At the same time, cloud
services are provided as a direct service from the providers
to the clients. This creates a segregated cloud market clientele,
and non-negotiable pricing strategies for the cloud services. In
this paper, we propose Jugo, a generic architecture for cloud
composition and negotiated service delivery for cloud users. Jugo
acts as a match-maker for service specifications from the users
with the currently available assets from the cloud providers. The
engagement of a middle-man as an opaque cloud service provider
will create a better opportunity for cloud users to find cheaper
deals, price-matching, and flexible resource specifications, with
increased revenue and higher resource utilization for the cloud
service providers.
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Fig. 1: Jugo Architecture Overview

acquire more consumers [18]. Such form of services have
proven effective in various market niches, enhancing upto 33%
of the core providers’ revenue [19–21]. Our complimentary
work, the Litigo model, has already illustrated the benefits of
an opaque player in the cloud market [19].
In this paper, we present Jugo4 , a generic architecture for
delivering composite cloud services. Jugo provides a service
negotiation approach for cloud users based on their individual
resource requirements. Jugo aggregates the asset availability
from multiple cloud service providers to allocate the requested
resources for the users. We posit that the Jugo opaque service
model creates room for novel cloud services, such as resource
Keywords-Cloud as a Service, Composite Cloud, Multi- aggregation from multiple providers, price-matching, flash
Provider Cloud, Opaque Cloud Service
deals, fine-grained service negotiations, and opportunities for
fragmented resource utilization for cloud providers.
I. I NTRODUCTION
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The architecture
The increasing popularity of cloud computing is introducing
and
operational model for Jugo are presented in Section II and
more players into the cloud market. Cloud service providers
Section
III respectively. Section IV presents the related work.
deliver services to their clients directly, with the pre-configured
Finally,
we provide the conclusion in Section V.
set of service descriptions, irrespective of the clients’ requirements for much granular specification flexibility. The segregated
II. T HE J UGO A RCHITECTURE
market for cloud users creates a restricted business model
for the users, as well as for new cloud providers intending
In this section, we present the detailed architecture of Jugo
to enter the market [1]. Hence, the cloud users are coerced and the corresponding components, as illustrated in Figure 2.
towards full-priced services without the effect of demandsupply equilibrium in the cloud market [1, 2]. Furthermore, A. Overview
resource fragmentation is a major concern for cloud providers
A CSP provides Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platformto improve the overall resource utilization [3–7]. Resource as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). The
migration and efficient resource allocation strategies might Jugo composite cloud is formed by combining all the cloud
be able to reduce the fragmented resources [8, 9]. However, services for various cloud types, such as public cloud providers,
resource fragmentation problem becomes persistent because of private clouds willing to rent out unused resources, and other
implementing complex, non-scalable, and unproven solutions cloud frameworks, as shown in Figure 1. Researchers have
for fragmentation removal. Additionally, novel cloud computing proposed ad-hoc clouds considering the mobile and stationary
frameworks based on mobile, ad-hoc, and localized devices [10– computing devices in the nearby physical environment, and
12] are proposed as disassociated platforms, without service may also be included within the Jugo architecture [10–12].
composition approaches to merge the service availability via a
As shown in the overview (Fig 1), users utilize Jugo to
generic service gateway.
request for cloud resources. The users provide the specifications
There are various niche consumer markets operating with
and the price for the cloud resources. Next, Jugo negotiates
multiple providers [13–15]. Instead of only a direct service
the service requirements with the pool of CSPs to find the best
delivery, such services have developed an opaque service model
price and resource matching service contract. Finally, the user
1
2
3
(e.g., Priceline , Airbnb , Uber ). An opaque service provider
is delivered the service and redirected to the corresponding
acts as a negotiator between the end user and the service
CSP. The CSP verifies the redirected request from Jugo and
provider in terms of prices and services [16, 17]. Opaque
grants access for the requested resources to the user.
service models involve an enhanced marketing strategy to
1
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Jugo is a Latin synonym for ‘to aggregate’.
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Fig. 2: Detailed Architecture of Jugo

1: var prevAssetList = NULL
2: while true do
3:
var currentAssetList= retrieveReusableAsset()
4:
if prevAssetList 6= currentAssetList then
5:
newAssetList = getUpdateAssets(
prevAssetList, currentAssetList)

PaaS
IaaS
Resources
CPU

Algorithm 2: Advertise Reusable Assets

BW

Memory Storage

6:
for cc in getCloudControllerList() do
7:
sendUpdate(cc.IP , cc.P ort, newAssetList)
8:
end for
9:
end if
10:
prevAssetList = currentAssetList
11:
Thread.Sleep(DELAY P ERIOD)
12: end while

Asset Subscription
Asset Discovery
Billing and
Reporting

Algorithm 3: Asset Compilation
1: for csp in getCloudP roviderList() do
2:
for sv in csp.getserviceList() do
3:
insert sv.Specif ication into DB.Service.T able
4:
end for
5:
for res in csp.getResouceList() do
6:
insert res.Specif ication into DB.Res.T able
7:
end for
8: end for

B. Jugo Cloud Service Providers
1) Reusable Assets: Reusable assets are the small fragmented idle resources of a CSP and difficult to allocate to the
users [9] because of satisfying their service level agreements
(SLA) requirements. A CSP keeps track of such reusable
assets in an asset database (see Algorithm 1) where Jugo
2) Service Integration Engine (SIE): SIE integrates cloud
can inquire and receive a price lower than the regular price.
services
from multiples CSPs, and provides a unified applicaConsequently, the CSP increases the resource utilization and
tion
interface
to the users. SIE also provides mechanisms
makes additional profit. CSPs can also sell resources in bulk to
to
add
and
configure
services from heterogeneous clouds
Jugo at a discounted price in order to increase their resource
(see
Algorithm
4).
The
SIE exposes web and application
utilization.
programming
interfaces
(APIs) via the Management and
2) Asset Subscription Service (ASB): CSPs advertise their
Operation
Console
(MOC).
Jugo provides unified APIs to
reusable assets through ASBs. Jugo needs to subscribe to the
handle
heterogeneous
service
APIs of CSPs that are used by
ASB of a CSP to receive the advertisements. Jugo receives the
cloud
users
to
build
and
deploy
applications in any cloud
periodic advertisements and registers the available assets from
platform.
The
protocol
translation
and management are done
various CSPs (see Algorithm 2).
by the IaaS/PaaS/SaaS manager of the Service Console module.
3) Provisioning Service (PS): Resources can be pro-actively
Algorithm 1: Retrieve Reusable Assets
or
re-actively balanced by replicating and migrating the services
1: for datacenter in DataCenterList do
to the closest or larger CSPs via the Load Balancer. PS can also
2:
for service in dc.getServiceList() do
3:
if service == IaaS then
elastically allocate more resources for the users from multiple
4:
var resList = service.getFragmentedResocues()
CSPs depending on user-defined provisioning specifications.
5:
insert restList into DB.IaaS.ResourceT able
6:
else if service == P aaS then
4) Event Management Service (EMS): EMS consists of two
7:
var svcList = service.getIdlePlatforms()
8:
insert svcList into DB.P aaS.ServiceT able
modules: Monitoring and Alarming. The Monitoring module
9:
else if service == SaaS then
periodically checks and verifies the SLA and Quality of
10:
var svcList = service.getIdleServices()
11:
insert svcList into DB.SaaS.ServiceT able
Service (QoS), and generates log provenance for the given
12:
end if
CSP. The SLA logs generated and preserved by the Monitoring
13:
end for
14: end for
module are used during the performance audit phase. The
Alarming module allows the users to manage the usage of
3) Asset Discovery Service (ADS): The Jugo provider may resources. A user can specify usage threshold parameters for
also contact a CSP to retrieve further description of the assets the allocated services and to define the required actions that
via the ADS interface. Unlike ASB, ADS does not require will be performed when a metric exceeds the threshold using
any subscription and allows Jugo to obtain on-demand asset the Alarming module.
5) Auditing Service: This service is composed of three
information from the CSPs.
components:
security audit module, privacy impact audit
C. Jugo Cloud Controller
module,
and
performance
audit module. Jugo acts as a gateway
The Jugo Cloud Controller is composed of the following
between
the
cloud
consumers
and the CSPs. The Auditing
service components for cloud users and CSPs.
module
periodically
logs
the
activities
among the users, CSPs,
1) Service Catalog (SVC): The SVC requests the ADS to
and
the
Jugo
Cloud
Controller,
and
maintains the secure
compile reusable assets from multiple CSPs. ADS retrieves
provenance
of
the
logs
for
post-verifiable
auditing [22, 23].
assets’ specifications from the CSPs. Eventually, the SVC
The
Auditing
service
also
provides
an
interface
for auditors to
delivers the aggregated asset information to the users through
retrieve
and
analyze
the
stored
logs
for
forensic
investigation.
the Asset Advertisement service (see Algorithm 3).
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Fig. 3: Service selection process.

Fig. 4: Service provisioning process.

Algorithm 4: Cross-Protocol Service Gateway
Input: inRequest
1: var svcM anager = NULL
2: switch (inRequest.T Y P E)
3: case IaaS:
4:
svcM anager = IaaS.Manager
5: case P aaS:
6:
svcM anager = PaaS.Manager
7: case SaaS:
8:
svcM anager = SaaS.Manager
9: end switch
10: var msg = svcManager.TranslateMsg(inRequest.M sg,
inRequest.CloudP rovider)

11: svcManager.InvokeAPI(msg, inRequest.M ethodN ame,
inRequest.CloudP rovider)

6) Security Service: The Security Service provides authentication, access control, and accounting for cloud users and CSPs.
Authentication service (AuthS) manages users’ credentials and
manages Service Access Tokens (SAT). AuthS can issue SATs
to verified users for accessing inbound (e.g., provisioning and
auditing services) and outbound (e.g., IaaS/PaaS/SaaS service)
cloud services based on the defined privileges for services
and resources. The Jugo Cloud Controller provides support for
open-source and cross-platform authentication protocols [24].
Hence, verified and provisioned Jugo users can bypass the Jugo
Cloud Controller and can directly access the cloud resources by
presenting the SATs. Access Control Service (ACS) provides
policies to define service and resource privileges for each user.
7) Service Reporting and Billing: The reporting module
provides reports on service usage and SLAs. The reporting
module generates aggregated usage reports for individual CSPs.
Similarly, the billing includes the charges for Jugo as well as
for the allocated resources from the CSPs.
8) Management and Operation Console (MOC): The MOC
is the contact point for the Jugo Cloud Controller. The MOC
interface enables users to interact with Jugo’s services as well
as with the CSPs. The interface allows Jugo users to explore
available resources, submit requests, subscribe updates from
CSPs, manage and configure Jugo services, monitor usage
statistics, and retrieve reporting and billing information.
III. O PERATIONAL M ODEL
Next, we present three use cases and the corresponding
operational models for Jugo.
A. Service Selection
Service selection describes the interactions to purchase
services through Jugo (Figure 3). A user submits service
specifications (see Table I) to the SVC through the MOC. The

SVC analyzes the user’s requirements, followed by discovery
and compilation of available assets from multiple CSPs. The
SVC performs the specification request vs. resource availability
negotiation and determines the best deals for the client at the
given time. The client selects and notifies the SVC with the
desired service(s) from the available offers. Finally, the SVC
requests the corresponding CSP(s) to allocate the selected
resources for the given service(s).
TABLE I: Jugo Message Formats
(a) Service Specification

(b) Security Access Token (SAT)

Request [List[Services]]
Services [List[Service]]
Service [Type, List[Resources],
List[SLA], PriceRange, ServiceLocation, NumberOfUsers, ServicePeriod]
Resources [Resourcex , x ∈ R]
SLA
[QoS,
Throughput,
PowerBackup,
Security,
List[Provisioning], ServiceCommunity]
Provisioning [Action, Options]

SAT [UserId, IssueInstance, Issuer,
Subject, PublicKey, Signature, SignHash, List[Services]]
Services [List[Service]]
Service
[Address,
List[Capabilities]]
Capabilities [Actions, Obligation,
List[AccessLocations]]
Obligation [NotBefore, NotAfter]
AccessLocations [Locationsx , x ∈
R]

B. Service and Resource Provisioning
The Eventing Service periodically monitors the performance
and status of the allocated CSP services via Jugo (see Figure 4).
Eventing Service evaluates the service status against users’
SLAs and raises a notification alarm in case of any variation of
the QoS parameters. The Provisioning Service is requested to
take necessary actions (e.g., resource scale up, migration, and
replication) to improve service performance and to maintain the
SLAs and QoS parameters. The Provisioning Service retrieves
provision actions and options (e.g., on-demand measure and
proactive measure), and re-acts accordingly.
C. Authentication and Access Control
The Jugo security service issues SATs to the existing and
authenticated Jugo users. The users can then use the SATs to
access the allocated resources at the CSPs (see Figure 5). A
user authenticates with the Jugo and requests a SAT for the
purchased resources. The Authentication Server verifies the user
and retrieves the privileges from the Authorization Server. Next,
the Authentication Server generates a signed SAT with the user
capabilities and issues the SAT to the user. Subsequently, the
Jugo user sends a service access request with the SAT to a
CSP. The CSP verifies the SAT and checks privileges for the
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Fig. 5: Authentication and Access Token Generation

delegated resource access, and then grants/denies the request
according to the verification result.
The message format for SATs is presented in Table I. A SAT
describes a list of allowed services and capabilities for each
of the services (e.g. GET, POST, etc.). A SAT also contains
a list of verifiable obligation parameters for a request to be
served (e.g. not before, not after). The SAT specifies the access
locations for the service request, along with the user’s identity,
resource name, CSP’s name, user’s contact, Jugo’s public key,
SAT-signature and SAT-hash.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
Several schemes have been proposed to unify multiple
cloud services and their functionalities [25, 26]. To reduce
vendor lock-in and to improve portability, Costa et al. [27]
presented a general purpose high level Cloud API. A common
management interface for the IaaS users has been proposed
in [28]. Rochwerger et al. [29] proposed a service oriented
framework to allow dynamic interoperability of cloud service
providers. Maximilien et al. [30] presented a cloud-agnostic
middleware broker for cloud users. An open-standard abstraction layer for cross-platform cloud services have been proposed
in [31]. Additionally, researchers have proposed third-party
broker based strategies to select cloud resources based on
user requirements [32–35]. Unlike Jugo, these works did not
consider composite platforms with multiple cloud service
providers with different service capabilities. Jugo focuses
on a unified platform for service negotiation, delivery, and
management between different types of cloud resources and
the users. Jugo can leverage the above designs and concepts to
provide open-standards for such composite cloud architectures.
V. C ONCLUSION
The proposed Jugo model introduces a novel architecture for
composite service delivery for multiple cloud providers. The
concept leverages the opaque marketing approach providing
users with cloud resources via service negotiation and pricematching assurance. Jugo enables cloud service providers to
rent out under utilized and fragmented resources, resulting
in increased profits and resource utilization. Moreover, Jugo
may also promote smaller cloud providers and private cloud
resources willing to rent out idle resources and enter the cloud
computing market niche. We posit that increasing the number
of Jugo-contracted cloud providers will eventually benefit the
cloud users by creating better service deals, the Jugo providers
by receiving increased service revenue, as well as the cloud
service providers by improving the quality of services.
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